Convertible Bond Markets George Philips
sebastian p. werner short selling activities and ... - in his doctoral thesis, sebastian examines convertible
bond arbitrage, which is a typical hedge fund strategy that involves a long position in a convertible bond and a
significant short position in the underlying stock. i “the trendtowards the medium-price range has
accelerated” - markets, like brazil, where companies like neodent sell higher volumes than premium
providers do. two years ago, we had to ask ourselves whether we could ad-dress the non-premium segment
with our existing brand or whether we needed a second brand. we de-cided on the latter and purchased a 49
per cent stake in neodent. as an established brand in the region, megagen gives us a foothold in the ... do
investment banks’ relationships with investors impact ... - the case of convertible bond issues∗ brian j.
henderson† george washington university heather tookes‡ yale university february 18, 2010 abstract this
paper examines the role of search frictions in convertible bond pricing. using a sample of 533 rule 144-a issues
for the years 1997-2007, we examine two channels through which search frictions might impact initial pricing:
the ease of ... «concentrate, innovate, grow: sika on the path to the future.» - our key markets of
germany and switzerland – reported modest rates of growth, the majority of companies in north and south
america as well as those in the asia/pacific region developed very positively. we note with satisfaction that our
decision to globalize sika at the strategically correct moment, and our policy of expanding our markets
«concentrate, innovate, grow: sika on the path to ... cad0214 18-19 hemm 13.05.14 12:36 seite 1 i a
interview ... - ia _ interview _following previous investments in brazil, germany and spain, straumann recently
an-nounced that it has bought convertible bonds worth us$30 million from megagen, one of understanding
anti-dilution provisions in convertible ... - article understanding anti-dilution provisions in convertible
securities michael a. woronoff and jonathan a. rosen* introduction anti-dilution provisions are designed to
protect holders of convertible a liquidity-based explanation of convertible arbitrage alphas convertible arbitrageurs’ trading activities after convertible bond issuance promote improvements in liquidity
in the equity markets of issuers, at least in the six-month post-issuance window they explore in their paper.
convertible bond arbitrage - actuaries - convertible bond arbitrage the hong kong society of financial
analysts & the actuarial society of hong kong hedge fund seminar 5th october 2002 george w. long
george.long@limadvisors lim advisors limited (formerly long investment management limited) 2 convertible
bond basics bond with an option to convert to equity identifying components z coupon z redemption value z
conversion to equity z ... corporate bond market - university college dublin - secondary trading costs in
the corporate bond markets are not widely known outside of the community of professional fixed income
traders. given the importance of bond financing in our liquidity provision in the convertible bond market
... - 2 liquidity provision in the convertible bond market: analysis of convertible arbitrage hedge funds abstract
this paper analyzes the risk and rewards of providing liquidity to the convertible bond market. what drives
the performance of convertible-bond funds? - related to stock and bond markets. thus, we consider
additional variables accounting for thus, we consider additional variables accounting for the option-like
character of convertible bonds.
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